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Winona State Warrior Football faces
challenges before making playoffs

SYERAH MULHERN-ALLRED
sports editor
syerah.mulhern-allred@go.winona.edu

M

innesota State University –
Mankato and Winona State
University have had a long rivalry
in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference. With a 4-7 history, this
past weekend’s matchup had all
2,571 fans in attendance on the edge
of their seats at Blakeslee Stadium.
Also referred to as the purple river
rivalry since both schools have purple as a school color, Mankato and
Winona State have both sat in the
regional rankings since the first one
of the 2022 season in late October.
Last year, the Warriors took a win
at Maxwell Field for the final game
of the season against Mankato. This
was also Coach Tom Sawyer’s last
game of his career, making for a big
final win.
Going into week 11 of the season,
the Warriors sat #25 in Division II
and 8-2 for the season so far and
undefeated at home.
This put Winona State in a good
spot going into this week, with a
guaranteed playoff spot if the Warriors won and still a possible playoff
spot if the team lost.
“I feel like just every day for the
next two weeks is going to be my
favorite day, my best day,” Jaylen
Schleicher said after the game
against Augustana University. “So,
I’m excited to see what’s to come.”
This year, it was a road game on
a snowy Saturday afternoon. The
cold air was a mere 26 degrees with
thirteen mph winds at the start of the
game, but the fans still showed up
for a packed stadium on both sides.
The Mavericks started off hot with
three touchdowns in the first quarter.
With two more in the second quarter,

The Warriors had the night to dwell before the NCAA DII Selection Showing at 4:30 p.m. on Sunday afternoon, which shows which teams made the
playoffs. Winona State is headed to playoffs next week. And the crowd went
wild with excitement.
the score was 31-0 going into the
24 yards.
locker room at halftime.
To finish off the scoring effort,
On the first Winona State possesPaulsen passed the ball 57 yards to
sion of the third quarter, first-year
tight end Jaylen Schleicher to move
quarterback Kyle Haas had a comthe scoreboard to 38-13, a slightly
plete pass to Darryl Williams for 24
closer game than barely six minutes
yards.
earlier during halftime.
Haas finished the game with a
“Certainly, losing games isn’t as
16-completion percentage, an interfun as winning games for sure.”
ception and 153 passing yards while Coach Bergstrom said. “But somehis confidant Trevor Paulsen had a
times the result makes you not see
touchdown later in the quarter and
some of the stuff you should see.”
79 passing yards.
Bergstrom’s first season has been
Overall, the pair went 21 for 43
quite an exciting one. The Burnsville
with 232 yards in the air
native was a linebacker at Gustavus
Shortly after Haas and Williams’
Aldolphus College, where he was
play, running back Ty Gavin scored
inducted into the hall of fame in
a touchdown for the first Warrior
2017. After coaching at Shakopee
score of the game. Along with the
High School, St. Cloud State Unitouchdown, Gavin led the rush with
versity, Crown College, his alma

JOSEPH EICHELE
photography editor
joseph.eichele@go.winona.edu

ment to diversity and inclusivity,
create adaptive spaces for students,
reinforce academic excellence,
support growth in the Rochester
campus and improve sustainability.
Representatives from the construction company Hammel,
Green, and Abrahamson, or HGA,
were present at the presentation
to talk about the new construction
projects that the university plans to
undertake as part of their comprehensive facilities plan.
One of the key construction plans
focused on during the presentation
was the eventual demolition of
Gildemeister, Watkins and Pren-

tiss-Lucas Halls in order to make
way for the Center for Interdisciplinary Collaboration, Engagement, and Learning (CICEL)
project and the campus mall. This
project will not be put into motion
anytime soon though.
Nathan Engstrom, who has been
the Sustainability and Planning Director for Winona State since 2017,
offered some context onto what
this means.
To put it simply, Engstrom stated
that the CICEL building will just
be replacing Gildemeister and
Watkins Halls as a new academic
building.

According to Engstrom, the two
buildings are “among the worst in
terms of age, condition and functionality.”
Engstrom went on to state that
the university had already had a
“pre-existing plan” to replace those
two buildings.
As for the campus mall, it is not
actually a shopping center as the
name might imply. It is a large,
outdoor green space that will be
where Prentiss-Lucas Halls currently stand. The CICEL building
is planned to take the place of
Gildemeister and Watkins.

“We were reflecting on our own
sex education,” Price said. “And
then we got to thinking about how
not good it is and absent altogether.
We knew we wanted to do something along the lines of sex education, we just weren’t really sure
what.”
This lead to the idea of advocating for inclusion on sex education.
“I started researching the laws
of Minnesota and the curriculum
standards and how that compared
across the U.S.,” Nelson said.
“Learning about it kind of inspired
us to make that curriculum because
there just is such a big need for it

and the gap that is leaving so many
students out is just crazy.”
Nelson explained that the curriculum in Minnesota does not
have to be medically accurate, just
technically accurate. If something
is medically accurate, they cannot
leave any information out. If it is
technically accurate, they can pick
and choose what to include. Nelson
went on to give an example.
“That’s basically what they do.
It’s like ‘we’re going to only have
this information be for straight
people’, or ‘we don’t want to talk
about sex, we’re going to teach
abstinence’,” Nelson said. “Min-

nesota pushes abstinence only and
that’s what my experience was in
high school.”
Sex education is vital for everyone to learn because it can have
life-changing effects on people.
Many students like Nelson have
had half-baked sex education.

mater, Minnetonka High School and
Augustana University, he came to
Winona State from South Dakota
State University.
Bergstrom took over for Coach of
25 years, Tom Sawyer.
Tears were flowing after the game,
even though they returned home as
co-NSIC south champions. It still
was not the NSIC south champions
that they were hoping for when the
team got on the bus that morning.

continued on page 2, Football

Winona State University plans for its “Brilliant Tomorrow”
ERICH SCHWEITZER
news reporter
erich.schweitzer@go.winona.edu

A

fter completion of the Leading
Energy Savings and Sustainability (LESS) project, Winona
State University is getting ready
to take the first step to improve
its campuses both in Winona and
Rochester.
On Wednesday, Nov. 9, Winona
State held a zoom conference to
outline ideas for the Comprehensive Facilities Plan, which was
titled “Our Brilliant Tomorrow”.
The main goals of this plan are to
uphold the University’s commit-

continued on page 4, Project

Graduate students create informational website for affirming
and inclusive sex education

ELLY HERRICK
features reporter
elly.herrick@go.winona.edu

W

hen you are only taught
half of something, it is
often really challenging to gain
a full picture. For example, you
do not just learn multiplication in
math; you are also taught division,
addition and subtraction. We learn
that there are multiple ways to do
anything, so why only teach one?
Graduate students Taylor Kline,
Madison Nelson, Kailee Johnson
and Kaysey Price decided to tackle
this idea within the frame of sex
education for their Foundations of
Counseling class.

continued on page 5, Education
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The Warriors had the night to dwell
before the NCAA DII Selection Showing at 4:30 p.m. on Sunday afternoon,
which shows which teams made the
playoffs.
Winona State is headed to playoffs
next week.
And the crowd went wild with excitement.
“Hearing Winona State announced
really felt like all of our hard work
paid off,” Defensive Lineman Darius
Manuel said. Manuel himself had four
total tackles on Saturday to add to the
58 from his previous years as well.
Next week, the Warriors head to
Bemidji at Chet Anderson Stadium for
redemption after losing to the Beavers
34-24 at the beginning of the season.
Bemidji is 9-2 overall, only losing
to Augustana University and Mankato
so far this season. Whoever wins this
game progresses to play the #1 seed,
Angelo State University, who are 110.
However, the Warriors have an upper
hand as they won against Augustana
24-7.
“I’m excited,” Clay Schueffner said
about the upcoming game. “But I’m
still mad about Saturday.”
Schueffner racked up 18 tackles on
Saturday for a season high, but a hard
loss against a rival is never easy to get
over in a single night.
This is the first time that the Warriors
have been in the playoffs since 2017,
where they lost against Texas A&M
Commerce 20-6 at home.
The first time in school history that
Winona State made NCAA DII playoffs was 2001 where they fell against
North Dakota, who they faced in three
playoff games before the Bison became
a Division I team in 2008.
This is only the eighth time the team
will be in the playoffs, and only having
made past the first round once, back
in 2003 when the team faced Emporia
State after seeing them in the Mineral
Water Bowl the year prior.
The Warriors ultimately fell against
North Dakota once again, in the second
round of the playoffs that year with a
final score of 36-29, a close battle until
the end.
All post-season appearances have
been under Head Coach Tom Sawyer
and three of the appearances have been
under Athletic Director Eric Schoh.
Most recently, Winona State headed

“Hearing Winona State announced really felt like all of our hard work paid
off,” Defensive Lineman Darius Manuel said.
to the Mineral Water Bowl in 2019 to
face University of Nebraska-Kearney
where they ultimately fell 50-33.
This year’s playoffs in Region Four,
comprised of the NSIC, Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference (RMAC) and
the Lone Star Conference (LSC), is
made up of four teams from the NSIC,
as predicted.
Those teams include Bemidji and
Winona State of course, as well as
Mankato seed 3 and Wayne State. The
other teams are Angelo State (LSC)
seed 1, Colorado School of Mines
(RMAC) seed 2 and Colorado State
University Pueblo (RMAC).
With that, the Bemidji-Winona State
game kicks off playoffs on Saturday
Nov. 19 at 1 p.m.
Stay tuned for the digital edition of
The Winonan next week and on KQAL
89.5 30 minutes before the game and
during the game.
Also check out the stories on last
year’s win against Mankato and this
year’s lose against Bemidji on The
Winonan’s website at winonan.org.
SYERAH MULHERN-ALLRED
sports editor
syerah.mulhern-allred@go.winona.edu

Tears were flowing after the game,
even though they returned home
as co-NSIC south champions.
It still was not the NSIC south
champions that they were hoping
for when the team got on the bus
that morning.
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photographer
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Doug Westerman: Cornerstone of Mass Communications
SOPHIA SAILER
news editor
sophia.sailer@go.winona.edu

L

oud, heartfelt laughing is
heard from the depths of the
dungeon-like basement of Phelps
Hall. The booming voice can be
heard as a recurring motif of the
basement, is it a ghost? No, it is
just Doug Westerman.
If you are not a part of the Mass
Communications department, or
even if you are, you may not know
about one of the pillars of the
department. Doug Westerman, the
general manager of KQAL (Winona State University’s campus radio
show), serves as a faculty member
in the department as well as one of
The Winonan’s advisors.
Before working at Winona State,
Doug Westerman was a program
director at a radio station in the
Twin Cities with a background in
commercial radio. Going from the
Twin Cities to Winona, Westerman
commented on a minor
cultural shift.
“It was like going full circle from
studying at Bemidji, working in
the Twin Cities and then coming to
Winona,” Westerman said.
When asked how Westerman
betters Winona State, he threw his
head back and laughed in the air,
but Bill Stoneberg, the KQAL program director, was able to explain
how Westerman has guided students to become better.
“It’s not just a lecture and a book,
it’s listening to the student’s shift
with them and talking about it.
Doug’s experience on air gives the
students that extra support to be
able to do better. You can hear it
when they’re on air,”

Stoneberg said.
Stoneberg spoke about working
with Westerman, which he says is
easy since they have similar work
ethics and ideas when it comes to
the radio.
“He comes from radio, and I
come from TV, so we are very
similar in how we work. He puts a
lot of trust in me because we have
known each other for quite some
time and we have a lot of fun,”
Stoneberg said.
When talking about his position
as The Winonan’s faculty advisor,
Westerman spoke about how he
betters the paper.
“I help with a postscript of The
Winonan, in terms of what we can
do differently and how we can
improve,” Westerman said.
Westerman sits down with editors every week to discuss articles
in detail providing feedback to help
each writer and photographer better
their work and the paper
each week.
In the past few years, The Winonan has released more and more
articles that have received backlash
due to the nature of the topic. Westerman talked about these types of
articles, explaining how they are
extremely important for the reporter and the audience.
“I wouldn’t use the word controversial as much as I would say
the article may peak some people’s
interests. Not only are [the articles]
important to the student’s ability
to communicate, but it’s important
to learn the skill of honest-to-God
reporting and finding answers,”
Westerman said.
Westerman continued, stating
that in his role, he takes on the

When asked how Westerman betters Winona State, he threw his
head back and laughed in the air.

BRIELLE MCLEAREN
photographer
brielle.mclearen@go.winona.edu

backlash from these types
of articles.
“Luckily, I am away from the
writing and editing day to day. I
have more of a counseling position
in terms of I make sure the student
is properly sourced, has the properly attributed information, and
things like that,” Westerman said.
Westerman usually has at least
one student in his office at any
given time, talking to them about
personal or academic topics. Westerman always has his door open to
greet anyone that comes in.
“If the University were a business, the students are the reason,
we are one of the reasons, we are
in business. Having them hang out
in my office seems to be an import-

ant part of this. If they are needing
help, I think that it is good to be
there for them,”
Westerman said.

CRIME AND SAFETY REPORTS
Monday,
Nov. 7

Tuesday,
Nov. 8

Nothing to report.
6:05 a.m.
Tyler Wayne Brown
arrested for two drug
charges.

Wednesday,
Nov. 9

Thursday,
Nov. 10

Friday,
Nov. 11

Saturday,
Nov. 12

Sunday,
Nov. 13

3:22 p.m.
Adam Samuel
Anderson arrested
for two counts of
Criminal Vehicular
Homicide.

Nothing to report.

11:49 p.m.
Trisha Ann Columbus arrested for one
theft charge and one
traffic regulation.

2:50 p.m.
Joshua Kenneth
Deppe arrested for
one Violate No Contact Order charge.

1:07 a.m.
Aaron Michael Gerth
arrested for two counts of
Domestic Assault and one
charge of Domestic Abuse.
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Kimberly Blaeser closes out Indigenous People's Month at WSU
OLIVIA PRONDZINSKI
news reporter
olivia.prondzinski@go.winona.edu

D

r. Kimberly Blaeser, Native
American writer, photographer and scholar, visited Winona
State University on Thursday Nov.
10. Blaeser is an Anishinaabe poet
and read a selection of poems from
her book, “Copper Yearning”, at
the Krueger Library.
Blaeser’s poetry collection
also includes “Apprenticed to
Justice and Resister en dansant/
Ikwe-niimi: Dancing Resistance”.
Blaeser is a professor emerita at
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, an MFA faculty for the
Institute of American Indian Arts
and the founding director of In-NaPo (Indigenous Nations Poets).
This poetry reading was part of
a joint project between the English
and the art and design departments.
James Armstrong, English professor, and Roger Boulay, assistant
professor in the art and design
department, picked a poetry project
for the students to collaborate their
work on. The English and photography students worked beside each
other to create art and poems in
preparation for Blaeser’s arrival.
This project was inspired by Blaeser’s genre called “Picto Poems”.

Project

Continued from page 1

Due to current enrollment numbers at Winona State, Engstrom
said that “we probably don’t need
all the existing on-campus housing
we have in its current configuration.”
Engstrom also said that the reason the university wants to construct this campus mall is because
the school does not “have any large
outdoor gathering space.”
Many other universities have a
space like this, and Winona State
plans to join in on that trend.
With the proposed demolition
of Prentiss-Lucas Hall also comes
the possibility for the construction
of a new residence hall as well as
renovations being made to some of
the existing buildings.
Engstrom said that these changes
could benefit students “in a lot of
ways.”
Engstrom also claimed that all
these renovations and new constructions could make certain
parts of the campus “more pleasant
places to be in.”

“I think the best part was that
[Blaeser] got to visit the gallery
and interact with the students,”
Armstrong said.
The exhibit was displayed in the
second-floor gallery in
Watkins Hall.
Armstrong said Blaeser writes
a wide variety of poetry including
modern poetry, some free verse
poetry and that she is an excellent
haiku writer.
“We are really excited to have
Dr. Blaeser here to see the exhibit,
talk with the students, to read the
student’s poetry and also to read to
us,” Armstrong said. “My classes
have been reading her poetry for
Another potential benefit Engstrom listed was making the campus more modern and “better
accommodating today’s needs.”
Finally, Engstrom mentioned
that they could lower the costs
the University spends to maintain
these buildings, which theoretically
may lower student fees and tuition,
though it is important to mention
that this is in no way guaranteed.
Everything is still in the planning
stage at the moment, which means
nothing can be guaranteed.
There is also currently no estimated price for how much all these
projects may cost for the university.
James Goblirsch, Assistant Vice
President for Facilities Management, answered questions at the
end of the presentation and stated
that the university would be on the
lookout for any potential sources of
funding for these plans.
For more information on Winona State’s Comprehensive Facilities
Plan, the slideshow presentation
has been posted to the Winona
State website under Facilities Services.

ELLY HERRICK
photographer
elly.herrick@go.winona.edu

quite some time”.
Blaeser opened by greeting the
audience in her native language
and stated she was delighted to be
back in Minnesota as she grew up
here. The first poem Blaeser read
was about Minnesota and places
we all come from.
“I am from boats and canoes and
kayaks, from tribal ghost who rise
at dawn, dance like whisps of fog
on water,” Blaeser recited from her
poem. This poem was about the
life experiences that make us who

With the proposed demolition of
Prentiss-Lucas Hall also comes
the possibility for the construction of a new residence hall as
well as renovations being made to
some of the existing buildings.

we are.
Blaeser read a number of poems
from her collection, she calls many
of her poems “memory poems”.
The majority of Blaeser’s poetry
is about her memories growing up
on a White Earth Reservation and
Native American issues. Armstrong
described Blaeser as a
political poet.
After the poetry reading the audience walked over to Watkins Hall
to view the students’ work.
“She had my students read their
poems and she commented on
them, which was very generous of
her,” Armstrong said. Since Blaeser is a photographer and poet, her
visit provided a great opportunity
for the departments to collaborate.
“I think the best part was that
[Blaeser] got to visit the gallery
and interact with the students,”
Armstrong said.
Blaeser has a new poetry collection that is set to come out in the
spring of 2023.

MERCEDES JOHNSON
photographer
mercedes.johnson@go.winona.edu

ERICH SCHWEITZER
news reporter
erich.schweitzer@go.winona.edu
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“I came from a small town and
stuff like that was just not talked
about. We were strictly abstinence

Music in Review: “Midnights”
Page 5

Film Review: “Weird: The Al Yankovic Story”
Page 6

only, so it just seems like people out
there in the community didn’t exist
because we were never taught about
it,” Nelson said. “It just seemed like
something like that didn’t happen.
So if we were taught about that and
normalized it more, people would

ELLY HERRICK
features reporter
elly.herrick@go.winona.edu

HEIDI HANSON
features editor
heidi.hanson.2@go.winona.edu

as “Don’t Blame Me” and “I Did
Something Bad”, which use high
levels of quality production and
bass-use to their benefit.
“Vigilante Shit” and (unfortunately) “Sweet Nothing” have
repetitive qualities and the feeling
that something else is coming but
never does. I think both songs have
their good quirks; for example,
“Vigilante Shit” has a “bad-ass”
feel which is inherently empowering, and “Sweet Nothing” has a
beautiful theme of acknowledging
the little things about being in love.
However, I think we’ve seen Swift
accomplish both of these themes
before more effectively.
Despite my disappointment with
a few songs on the album, I definitely have found myself coming
back to a few on a regular basis.
Hearing new music from Taylor
Swift seems to be a ritualistic affair
in itself, so finding all time favorites on a not-so-favorite album is
not unheard of for many people.
“Lavender Haze”, the opener for
“Midnights”, has to be one of my
favorites from all twenty songs.
This may be because it sounds eerily similar to “I Think He Knows”
off Swift’s seventh album, “Lover”,
but I think it has its own unique
qualities. The chorus is especially
catchy, and has the sense of dramatics that I feel was missing from
some of the other songs. Swift, in
my opinion, made a great choice
in making “Lavender Haze” the album’s opener, as its representation
of being in the “all-encompassing
love glow” of a relationship is fun
and has a perfect pop song feel.
A similar song that I believe fits
the overall feel of the album is “Bejeweled”. “Bejeweled” has proven
to be popular both among fans and
average listeners of Taylor Swift on
TikTok and in my opinion, it’s for
good reason. “Bejeweled” is anoth-

Music in Review: “Midnights”
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A group of graduate students
came together for their Foundations of Counseling class to explore
the idea of inclusion in sex education in high schools.

fter almost two grueling years
of waiting for an original album from 32-year-old singer-songwriter and dominator of the music
charts Taylor Swift, we have finally
been given a new, energetic and
pop-style record, featuring thirteen
original album songs and seven
additional pieces. “Midnights”, released on Oct. 21, 2022, is Swift’s
tenth studio album and features 20
songs ranging in mood, lyric qualities and overall purpose within the
collection.
I would first like to admit that
I am not necessarily the biggest
“Swiftie” on the planet, so I am
coming from a relatively outside
perspective. To get this out of the
way, this is not my favorite Taylor
Swift album in the slightest; however, I see the personality and merit
to the album as a whole and understand why it may be some fans’
favorite thus far.
My biggest gripe with the album
as a whole would have to be the
similarity of the tracks when played
in succession. This broken-record
feeling went more away after a
couple of listens of the album, but a
lot of the songs sound very similar in terms of the backing tracks,
BPM and vocals. Not to mention
that some specific songs are pretty
lackluster throughout and don’t offer much in terms of dramatics like
many other Swift songs exhibit.
For example, one of the songs
I was most disappointed with has
to be “Vigilante Shit”. I’ve seen
this song get placed into a more
“Reputation”-esque grouping, as
the content very much reflects the
overall themes in Swift’s sixth
album. However, I find “Vigilante
Shit” rather boring in comparison
to songs on “Reputation” such
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feel a lot more affirmed. I think
coming out of high school and
coming into college was a big shock
because I didn’t learn those things.”
This led the group to create a website with information and resources
on all genders and sexualities. This
website provides a variety of information on consent, gender identity
and much more.
“[Sex education for only cis-gendered people] definitely kind of
forces people in a box. When you’re
learning about sex in general, [sex
education now teaches] it has to
be this way or not at all. I wasn’t
taught terms about gender identity or sexual orientation,” Kline
said. “So it’s like, ‘this is what you
should do to not have sex’ or ‘if
you do, do it this way’. It’s shutting
them in and making them feel like
they have something wrong with
them or feeling like they’re being
left out completely.”
The group also created flyers and
are planning to put them up around

campus for students to get the resources they need and to learn more
about sex education that might have
been left out of their own education.
“The website was just a place to
put education, resources and our
PowerPoint that we made,” Price
said. “We just wanted it to be a
place where people could go and get
all the information that they needed
and direct them to a different place
if they needed more support.”
The group’s website can be
found here: https://mnsexeducate.
mailchimpsites.com

ELLY HERRICK
features reporter
elly.herrick@go.winona.edu

Sourced from album cover: Taylor Swift’s tenth studio album, “Midnights,” was released on Oct. 21, 2022. The entirety of the album dominated the music charts in the week following the release and continues
to several weeks later.

er pop-sounding self-love song that
is not only extremely catchy but
also lyrically complex in its verses,
which facilitates an in-depth yet
very lively listening experience.
Finally, “You’re On Your Own,
Kid” is one of the most heartfelt
songs on the album, in both production and overall meaning. I can
see this song as a track on “Red”,
both because of the material and
sound; in all honesty, the bridge
saved this song and shot it up to
one of my favorites on the album.
It has a dramatic build-up into the
second bridge that reflects on the
feeling of childhood and the fear
of not having anyone to fall back
onto.
“Hits Different” has to be my
favorite song off the album, and the
fact that it’s only available on the
Target Exclusive CD is honestly
infuriating (although I understand
why it was done in terms of sales).
Although not necessarily lyrically
life-changing, “Hits Different” has
that perfect balance of heartbreak
and the urge to break out into a
flash mob.
The additional seven songs that
were added to the album at 3 a.m.
the night it was released also offer

even more earnest pieces that touch
on Swift’s past. Swift did a lot of
things right with this release, but
if she knows one thing, she knows
how to put on a show; the 3 a.m.
addition of the album had fans up
into the depths of the night on Oct.
21, and the months preceding the
release were full of clues, easter
eggs and cryptic videos that kept
fans engaged and excited up until
the night of the release.
Overall, “Midnights” exhibited
interesting lyrical choices, a primarily synth-pop feel and a wide
range of heartfelt and enjoyable
content. Although not my favorite
album in terms of lyrics, similarity
and features (Lana Del Ray I’m
looking at you), I can still admit
“Midnights” has a lot to offer when
it comes to musical talent and
perspective. “Red” and “Folklore”
will still be my favorite Taylor
Swift albums, and that may be a
huge reason why this complete
180 of an album isn’t my favorite
of hers. I guess you can say it will
be many midnights until anything
beats “All Too Well (10 Minute
Version) (Taylor’s Version)”.

THIS WEEK IN WINONA

Wednesday,
Nov. 16

Thursday,
Nov. 17

Managing Stress and
Practicing Self Care
in College

Friday,
Nov. 18

Saturday,
Nov. 19

Sunday,
Nov. 20

Monday,
Nov. 21

Tuesday,
Nov. 22

Study Abroad Alumni Fall Photo Fridays
Panel

WSU THAD’s Showings of Grease

Student Recital

Mock Interview Monday

Free Student Tuesday

3 - 4 p.m.

12 - 1 p.m.

9 a.m. - 11 a.m.

Nov. 16-19
7:30 p.m.

1:30 - 6 p.m.

12 - 4 p.m.

All Day

Haake Hall 175 A & B

Kryzsko Commons
Room 223

Phelps B-7 Studio

Vivian Fusillo Theatre
PAC

DuFresne PAC Recital
Hall

Maxwell Hall 314

Minnesota Marine Art
Museum
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Film Review: “Weird: The Al Yankovic Story”
CASSANDRA BAUER
film reviewer
cassandra.bauer@go.winona.edu

W

eird: The Al Yankovic Story”
is the totally true and unexaggerated story of perhaps not
technically the best but arguably the
most famous accordion player in an
extremely specific genre of music.
Many films about real people
begin by telling us the story is based
on true events, or that everything
we are about to watch actually happened. This film is no different– this
bold biopic opens with an introduction from the man himself telling
the audience that what we are about
to watch is the 100 percent true,
not at all made-up story of his life.
What follows is a 100 percent untrue and completely made-up story
of his life. But that’s all part of the
fun.
Just as all musical biopics do,
“Weird” starts with Al as a child
who seeks parental approval. He
doesn’t quite fit in at home and his
father disapproves of Al’s desire to
sing songs with new lyrics and play
the accordion, instead telling him
to stop being who he is and encouraging him to work at the factory,
where no one knows what they
make. Al carries on without support
from his family to follow his passion for parody songwriting.
As a teenager, one of his songs is
played on the Dr. Demento Radio
Show, rapidly launching him into
stardom. Dr. Demento, a popular
comedy songwriter and radio host,
takes Al under his wing and acts
as a father figure, even granting
him the iconic stage name “Weird
Al Yankovic” (after deciding Al
Yankovic is too long and clunky for
a name).
After becoming somewhat of a

Screengrab from “Weird: The Al Yankovic Story”. Daniel Radcliffe plays none other than Weird Al in
the parody of a parody of Weird Al’s life. This biopic covers Weird Al’s life in predictable and unpredictable ways through using the tropes of the genre.
celebrity, Weird Al is invited to an
exclusive party of an eclectic group
of famous persons including Andy
Warhol, Alice Cooper, Salvador
Dali, Pee Wee Herman, Elton John
and ‘guy from Queen.’ At this party
he is challenged to come up with
a new parody song on the spot. In
a moment of genius he sings “Another one rides the bus”, of course
a parody of “Another One Bites the
Dust”, which prompts ‘guy from
Queen’ to beg Al to play at a little
gig they have coming up: Live Aid.
Each scene after this is more outrageous than the last, progressing to
absolute absurdity.
Musical biopics have been done
time and time again, and even the
good ones fall victim to countless tropes of the genre. They all
have disapproving parents, genius

moments of songwriting, a rise to
fame, drugs and alcohol addictions,
scandalous love affairs and a come
back. “Weird” does in fact have all
of these elements, but does so in
a way that pokes fun at the clichés. The film is very reminiscent
of “Walk Hard: The Dewey Cox
Story” (2007), another film seeking
to create a parody and a pastiche
of the genre. The difference here is
that “Weird” is both a parody of the
genre and of Weird Al’s life.
Bringing the accordion player to
the screen is none other than Daniel Radcliffe who sports the wild
hair and Hawaiian shirts well. He
impressively commits to the character, giving us a untamed version of
Weird Al’s life as a rock and roller.
Joining Radcliffe is Evan Rachel
Wood, playing pop star Madonna

and Weird Al’s dangerous love
interest. Rounding out the cast is a
slew of celebrity cameos including
Lin Manuel Miranda, Jack Black,
Conan O’Brien, Josh Groban, Will
Forte and even Yankovic himself.
“Weird: The Al Yankovic Story”,
a zany biopic about our favorite
accordion playing, polka loving,
parody singer songwriter is an
unmatched entry into the musical
biopic genre that rises above the
countless clichés. Its tone is perfectly complementary to Yankovic’s
own personal style and brand of
comedy.

Weird Al suprises fans with new music accompanying biopic
GABRIEL HATHAWAY
editor-in-chief
gabriel.hathaway@go.winona.edu

I

t has been eight years since
Alfred Matthew Yankovic, also
known by his stage name as “Weird
Al Yankovic” or just “Weird Al”,
has released a full musical project.
Weird Al’s last album, “Mandatory
Fun” came out in 2014 to surprisingly high acclaim, debuting at
No. 1 on the Billboard 200 list.
Since then, Weird Al has released a
number of singles, “The Hamilton
Polka” (2018), “Scarif Beach Party”
(2022), and worked on songs with
other artists, “Live in the Moment”
(Portugal. The Man, 2018) and
“Who’s Gonna Stop Me” (Portugal. The Man, 2020). Despite these
projects, many Weird Al fans have

been left hoping for a more substantial addition to his discography.
Enter “Weird: The Al Yankovic Story” (2022), this humorous
exaggerated biopic of Weird Al’s
life boasts a 46 track long original soundtrack including several
re-recordings of some of Al’s most
beloved and classic songs, early
work as well as a brand new song
for the credits. The album is also
supplemented by several orchestral
and backing tracks composed by
Leo Birenberg and Zach Robinson,
known from their work in “Cobra
Kai” (2018-present).
If you don’t already know Weird
Al, your dad probably does, or at
least my dad does. Weird Al rose to
prominence for his zany and outlandish parodies of popular music.

Screen grab from “Weird: The Al Yankovic Story”. Weird Al suprised fans with a brand new song, “Now You Know”, that played
during the credits of his biopic.

Al’s first single, “My Bologna”
(parodying “My Sharona”), was
first recorded in 1979 in a college
bathroom. Since then, Weird Al has
released such classics as “Eat It”
(“Beat It”), “Like a Surgeon” (“Like
A Virgin”) and “Amish Paradise”
(“Gangsta’s Paradise”). Through
Weird Al’s prolific parody work he
gained fame in the 1980s and 1990s
leading many people to dub Al the
“king of parody.”
A handful of songs off “Weird:
The Al Yankovic Story - Original
Soundtrack” are re-recorded 2022
versions of classic and cherished
Weird Al songs. These all get a nice
glow-up, with a new updated clean
and glossy finish. It is evident that
work was put into not just re-releasing these songs, but also giving
them extra production value and
flare. Weird Al’s signature accordion work on “My Bologna”, “I
Love Rocky Road” and “Another
One Rides the Bus” is as lively and
fresh as ever. Weird Al plays fast
and loose, sometimes manic, and
his iconic accordion work is always
a source of joy for me. Weird Al’s
vocal performance is also worth
noting. It is fun and energetic with
loads of character and inflection that
lends itself well to the humor in his
songs.
Weird Al Yankovic’s new song,
“Now You Know”, is played over
the credits and is one doozy of a

jam. This song boasts some classic rock guitar riffs, crisp drums,
soulful vocal backing and two fakeout endings. Weird Al sings about
how factual the movie was with a
wink, “If it’s in a movie, it’s gotta
be true!” He also breaks the fourth
wall several times pointing out
people in the credits and how long
the song seems to go on for. “Now
You Know” is good for a laugh, but
being the only new original Weird
Al song on the soundtrack, I do feel
a bit disappointed wishing there had
been more new work from Al.
The album also has many instrumental tracks by Birenberg and
Robinson that can be fun to listen to
while working on something else.
“Demento’s Pool Party” in particular is a song I can see myself listening to in passing in the future.
Given Weird Al’s involvement in
the movie, I think fans were hoping
for more from the acclaimed musician than one new song and some
re-recorded versions of old songs.
The album is lovely, but for fans
looking for a new full length Weird
Al album, they will have to continue waiting.
“Weird: The Al Yankovic Story Original Soundtrack” can be purchased in CD or vinyl form off of
Weird Al’s website, weirdal.com, or
listened to on various music streaming services.
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Seth Wing: Taking over the diamond
KAILEY DOESECKLE
photography editor
kailey.doeseckle@go.winona.edu

I

t was just five months ago that
the Winona State baseball team
underwent quite the transition
after the previous coach, Kyle
Poock, retired. In July, Seth Wing,
a Winona State alumnus, officially
took over the team as the new head
coach.
With memorable ties to Warrior
baseball history, Wing earned both
his undergraduate and graduate
degrees from Winona State and
played both football and baseball
between 1999 and 2003. From
2003 to 2011, Wing gained eight
years of collegiate coaching experience as an assistant baseball
coach.
During his time on the coaching
staff, Winona State won the NSIC
Tournament in 2007 and earned
NCAA Division II regional positions in 2007, 2010 and 2011. It
was in his final three seasons that
Wing was a part of the program’s
most successful campaign, assisting the team in their advance to the
NCAA Division II World Series,
earning a runner-up spot just behind West Florida in the championship game.
Though, in 2011, Wing left Winona for Cornell College in Mount
Vernon, Iowa where he served as
the head baseball coach and athletic director for nearly eleven years.
It was there that Wing racked up
176 victories with his teams and
posted a winning Midwest Conference South Division record in six
seasons. His 2019 squad finished
just one win short of the best Cornell season win tally to date.

During his time on the coaching staff, Winona State won the NSIC
Tournament in 2007 and earned NCAA Division II regional positions
in 2007, 2010 and 2011.
Nonetheless, Winona State was
Wing recalled the good place
fortunate to successfully coax
he and his family were in at CorCoach Wing back to the Warriors.
nell. Consistently busy as athletic
“I’ve been thinking about this job director and head baseball coach,
since I left,” Wing said. “Over 20
his time was consumed by several
years ago, I was a student here, and different things at a time. While
I just can’t believe that I’m now
they were certainly happy, exthe head baseball coach. It was just haustion began to invade several
a dream come true.”
aspects of his life, stirring the need
Perhaps it had not taken much
for change.
persuading after all. Wing had left
As a result, Wing chose to return
Winona State with the same appre- to Winona to chase the dream he
ciation he returned with.
had left behind.
Wing had even gotten his first
Wing was welcomed back eagercell phone in Winona, and after
ly by both the athletic program and
eleven long years in another state,
the team he took over.
the number remained the same,
“Coach Wing does a great job of
simply because he knew he would
really bringing energy and organization,” Cooper Kapanke, a fourthmake his much-anticipated return.

Coach Wing assisting John Breske with stretches. In the background: Nicholas Herbst and Pierce Gritzmaker.

JIOVANI BERMUDEZ
photographer
Jiovani.bermudez@go.winona.edu

JIOVANI BERMUDEZ
photographer
jiovani.bermudez@go.winona.edu

year from Eau Claire, Wis., said.
“He really wants to make Winona
State that top university in the conference again.”
Wing certainly considers the
NCAA tournament a significant
goal for his team, but he knows
that they can only be conference
champions with a focused mentality, taking it one game at a time.
Though, winning is not the only
thing on his mind. Wing has a significant goal to keep the team’s camaraderie and brotherhood through
genuine and strong relationships
between his athletes and himself.
Change is a significant factor in
Wing’s story so far, but it does not
stop at his return to Winona State.
Wing has also acknowledged
some significant differences in
the Warriors he has come to know
compared to the players he had
coached at Cornell.
“The players here are a little bit
more in tune with what their capabilities are and a have a little better
understanding of their approach
to the game,” Wing said. “I think
they’ve studied the game a little bit
more than the guys I had at Cornell.”
Wing also mentioned the struggle
to recruit players that would commit to the team at Cornell, an effort
that requires a lot of time and energy. At Winona State, Wing found
that it took a much less significant
volume of recruited men to obtain
the desired number of players for
the team.
Overall, Wing’s new position as
head coach brings with it a very
bright and promising future for
Warrior baseball. Thus, when the
weather shifts and the baseball season kicks into gear, Wing’s legacy
on the Warrior field resumes.
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Second half comeback leads men’s basketball to the
second Warrior win of the season

PRONOB KUMAR
sports reporter
pronob.kumar@go.winona.edu

W

ith a score of 73-68, The
Winona State University
men’s basketball team closed out
the Central Region Challenge with
another win, and this time over
Missouri Southern State University.
To start off the Central Region
Challenge on Friday night, the
Warriors took a win against Pittsburg State University 60-50, with
guard Connor Dillon scoring 21 of
those points.
With just over a minute left in
Saturday’s match against MSSU,
Winona State held a one-point advantage before a jumper from Luke
Martens, the captain of the Warriors and five Warrior free throws
gave Winona State an eight-point
lead with seven seconds to go. A
Missouri Southern State University
three-pointer in the final seconds
brought the game to a final score
of 73-68, and the Warriors earned
their second win over a region
opponent in the season’s opening
weekend.
When Martens was asked about
what motivated him to get this
finish he said, “Coach just kind
of kept mentioning one player at
a time, one possession at a time
everything like that. We can’t make
six-point baskets so, one on one
possession and one-stop everything
like that.”
Winona State University owns its
second game in a row. The Warriors were able to connect on 11of
25 (44%) shooting from beyond
the arc and made an impressive 20
of 24 free throws, which sealed the
deal down the stretch.
In both games, opponents were
having a different strategy for the
Warriors. Still, they were concen-

Senior Luke Martens in action last season against Southwest Minnesota State University. Contributed by
Winona State Athletics.
trating on their execution to pull
kept defense solid to secure the
any special plans. King said, “The
up a win. Head Coach Todd Eisner victory.
main thing for us is that defensive
said, “We just really struggled to
When Martens was asked about
rebounding and taking care of
make what seemed to be a lot of
their missing rate in three-pointers those things that have to be there
easy shots. And it was just more of and how they are working on it he
every game.”
a reminder to concentrate on our
said, “We are working on offense
It seems like the Warriors will
execution and details and to put
obviously, but defense is going to
show off their defensive skills this
ourselves in a position to get easy
be our main point of emphasis. If
season which might prove them
opportunities to score and they
a team scores zero points and we
as a tough opponent for others in
would go in.”
score one somehow in a basketball the rest of the season as they enter
In the first half, the Warriors had game, we win.”
conference play next week.
a good time with the three-pointer
The first half did not go as
The Winona State men’s basshots as they had 53.33 percent
expected for the Warriors as they
ketball team is back in action this
accuracy and scored 24 points only were behind 34 – 40. But the final
weekend in Kenosha for the Uniwith that. But in the second half,
moment comeback in the second
versity of Wisconsin - Parkside
they kind of changed the plans as
half was huge.
Haribo Invitational against UWthey were more focused on Field
The game was full of fighting as
Parkside on Friday at 7 p.m. and
Goals.
the score was tied 9 times and the
Purdue Northwest at 5 p.m. on
Eisner was satisfied with their
lead was changed 11 times. The
Saturday.
gameplay and said, “I don’t expect game had shown 9 Fast Breaks by
any adjustments with our starting
the Warriors and 13 Fast Breaks by
lineup or anything going into this
Missouri Southern State Universiweekend.”
ty.
The strength of the Warrior team
Another senior player of team
is their defense. Unlike other teams Warrior, Owen King, was asked
that focus on both, the Warriors
about next week’s opponent and
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